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Rare earth elements in wastewater –
new members in the anomalous suite
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Rare earth elements (REE) are omnipresent and their natural
levels are usually conditioned by geological and pedological
background. However, their growing use for medicinal purposes
over the last few decades (in cancer therapy and imaging; [1])
has resulted in their increasing presence in natural water systems,
especially in areas of intense human activity [2-5].

Often termed as "new pollutants", this group of elements
displays enrichment in natural water systems, exceeding in some
cases natural levels by three orders of magnitude. Consequently,
positive anomalies of certain elements, e.g. La and Gd, have
been recorded worldwide; in Europe, the USA, Australia,
Taiwan, and Japan, mainly in densely populated areas with
highly developed health systems [2-5].

In this study, the distribution of REE in wastewater from seven
major Croatian cities and their fractionation compared to natural
water systems was investigated.

Obtained REE distribution in wastewater samples indicates not
only the marked REE wastewater load comparable to other large
cities in the region but also the impossibility of their successful
elimination during wastewater treatment. Furthermore, the
positive anomalies in wastewater samples were observed for
several elements of the group (Gd, Ho and Yb; Figure 1),
suggesting their enrichment by up to four orders of magnitude
compared to natural water systems.

Obtained data emphasize the necessity to more closely
monitor REE levels in aquatic systems and to investigate their
possible bioaccumulation and/or toxicological effects.
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Figure 1. Gadolinium (Gd/Gd* = GdNASC/[(0.33xSmNASC)+
(0.67xTbNASC)]);, ytterbium (Yb/Yb* =
YbNASC/(TmNASC×LuNASC)0.5) and holmium (Ho/Ho* =
HoNASC/(DyNASC×ErNASC)0.5) anomalies in studied samples.




